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Animal Clips
For young children, boredom is the number one culprit to poor performance. Animal clips contribute to the 
stimulation kids require to learn and stay organized. Use them to organize cables, hold pencils, or any other 

purpose you can think up. These clips are available in almost every animal that kids know and love, from the brave, 
roaring (but cute) lion to the savage (but cute) T-rex!

Starting at $0.55 at cableorganizer.com/animal-clips/

The Core Cord Organizer
Maybe you need to listen to recorded 

notes or lectures. Maybe you just need 
to throw on some music to block out the 
noise and dive into your studies. Maybe 

you just need a break! Whatever the case 
may be, it’s always best to stay organized. 

The Core is a very simple and affordable 
cord organizer that keeps your headphone 

cable from getting tangled, which they 
seem to love doing!

$3.99 at cableorganizer.com/core-
cord-organizer/

GO: A Kidd’s Guide to Graphic Design
by Chip Kidd

Design is all around you . From an exit sign to a speed bump to the back 
of a shampoo bottle, everything that is not made by nature is designed 
by someone. It affects the decisions you make every day. And whether 

you realize it or not, you are already a designer – now you can become a 
great one. Learn how to create visuals that are dynamic, interesting, and 

appealing with  GO: A Kid’s Guide to Graphic Design!

$17.95 at workman.com

Home Collection Scotch Display Frames & Restickables
Scotch Restickable Strips & Display Frames will add a personalized touch to your 

home or office with decorative ways to neatly show off and protect items such 
as childrens’ artwork, accomplishments, family photos, and cards! 

(They even work on stainless steel fridges.)

Prices Vary, available at containerstore.com

The Public Zoo Mobile Speaker
The bēm wireless Mobile Speaker lets you hear what you want, when and where you want, without the 
old limits of space (put it anywhere), time (pair & play in moments), appearances (three cool or cute 
colors with The Public Zoo designs), cost, or size. In fact, it measures barely 2.5” cubed—that’s slightly 
smaller than a tennis ball, so when you bring it to the court, it’s less intrusive than your water bottle. 
Sound good? Why yes, actually, it sounds great. Rich, precision-tuned…kinda hard to believe, for 
something so conveniently connected, via Bluetooth, with your smart phone, iPod®, tablet, or more!

$69.99 at bemwireless.com

Kikkerland Dog Stapler
Form and function meet in Kikkerland’s ‘Dog Stapler’! Take it to the office with you for a twist on the 

conventional. Just make sure to keep your eye on it – this stapler is liable to be “adopted” by a co-worker!

      $6.00 at kikkerland.com


